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Oakland, CA

Seeking to make a difference battling climate change as a Software Architect or Head of Engineering in
clean tech.  Biggest strengths include: data systems and pipelines, architecting for repeatable stability and
extreme scale, and people management and technical coaching.

UrbanFootprint, Leadership Swiss Army Knife. Berkeley, CA. 2021-present.

Doing whatever it takes to build and deploy geospatial analytics and software, specializing in the
relationships among land use, community traits, and climate and physical hazards with respect to
financial assets, utility grid assets and government assistance programs.  Originally hired into a VP of
Software Architecture role, but have actually ended up playing a variety of senior leadership roles
(reporting to the CEO) as needed, including running, at various times, the product team, the application
engineering team, and the data engineering and data science teams.

Technologies included: Python, Postgres, PostGIS, BigQuery.

Pollen.io, Founder. Oakland, CA. 2021.

Founder of a company trying to commercialize easy access to Coupled Model Intercomparison Project
(CMIP6) climate simulation data for use in general business intelligence contexts.  The project was
technically very successful, but commercially not as successful.

Technologies included: Python, Snowflake, Postgres, PostGIS.

Swing Left, Head of Technology. Oakland, CA. 2019-2021.

Very hands-on role running a scrappy, fully-remote team of technologists and product people unseating
Donald Trump and the GOP in the 2020 election.  Built and maintained a half-dozen data integrations with
tools and email platforms in the progressive space, as well as built end-user tools for political organizing,
email management, and marketing initiatives.  Functional owner of all business intelligence and data
analytics through the November, 2020 election cycle.

Technologies included: Python, Klaviyo, Postgres, PostGIS.

Adobe, Director of Engineering. Emeryville, CA. 2016-2019.

Ran the 30-person real-time big data group for Adobe Advertising Cloud.  Responsible for processing
hundreds of billions of individual, real-time data events per day with seconds of latency. Beyond people
management, hands-on contributions also included discovering architectural-level scale bottlenecks,
designing for resiliency and stability, and advanced data analysis and troubleshooting.  Scaled real-time
Java-based pipelines 4-6x in only two years while reducing downtime by 80%. Managed or worked closely
with teams across China, Romania and India.



Technologies included: Java, Kafka, Aerospike, Hive/Presto, Druid, Qubole, Snowflake.

Touch of Modern, Vice President of Engineering. San Francisco, CA.  2015-2016.

A very hands on role running day-to-day engineering at a rapidly-growing, $100 million eCommerce
company. Maintained and enhanced all of the back office, front end, and warehouse management
software in Ruby on Rails.  Scaled pageviews 100% while cutting server counts by more than half.
Improved deliverability of 2-5 million marketing emails a day.  Grew engineering team from two to six
people in eight months.

Technologies included: Ruby on Rails, Postgres, Sailthru.

Thedwick, LLC,  Managing Director.  Berkeley, CA.  2009-2015.

Founded a boutique software consultancy specializing in high-impact software architecture and
development.  Immensely proud to say every project we did for clients over five years hit its schedule and
its budget.  Grew the company from zero to seven people without any outside funding.

Headed up many internal and external engineering initiatives for clients, including:
● All the back office and middle office systems for a hedge fund from scratch (Java).
● A data pipeline to publish millions of products from a $200 million eCommerce site to shopping

engines daily like Google, Amazon, and eBay (Ruby).
● Web application for reporting election ad spend to Congressional and Presidential political

candidates (Java/Play framework).
● Fraud and loss prevention systems for a $400 million textbook rental company.
● Shopify add-in to automatically send hyper-targeted email to eCommerce customers (Ruby on

Rails).
● Various API-heavy extensions to Freshbooks, Instagram, CafePress and Google (Ruby).
● Converting a warehouse management software product for deployment in the Amazon EC2 cloud

(C#/.Net).
● Re-shoring a Saas product for managing healthcare records (C#/.Net).

Technologies included: Ruby, Java, C#.

BlackRock Financial Management, Vice President/Application Architect.  San Francisco, CA.  2009-2010.

Continuing from BGI after BlackRock acquired it. Part of the five-person application architecture team at
the world's largest asset manager with $3 trillion in assets under management.  Established standards for
the 400 person engineering team at large.  Helped turn around struggling technical projects.  Developed
technical integration strategies from BlackRock's purchase of BGI.  Worked formally as an architect under
Eoin Woods and Nick Rozanski, the authors of Software Systems Architecture.

Technologies included: Java, Perl

Barclays Global Investors (BGI), Principal/Enterprise Architect. San Francisco, CA.  2002-2009 and
1999-2000.

Managed billion-dollar trading systems, data systems, and software architecture at the world's largest
asset manager with $1.5 trillion in assets under management.  Owned all the data pipelines and central
investment data platform for the front office.  Helped migrate the company from bespoke data islands to



a central enterprise data bus.  Set software standards and turned around struggling technical projects.
Architected, coded, and/or lead engineering for dozens of financial systems managing trillions of dollars
in assets and billions of dollars in trades per day for institutional investors, hedge funds, and index data
providers.  Projects ranged from market data systems, to data warehouses, to front office trading
systems.  Managed teams of engineers ranging in size from three to twelve across SF, Tokyo, London,
Toronto and Sydney.

Technologies included: Java, , Oracle Coherence Grid, Python, VB .Net.

i2 Technologies, Senior Software Engineer.  San Francisco, CA. 2000-2002.

Developed software products at a mature supply-chain software vendor with recognized thought
leadership in supply chain optimization.

Technologies included: Java and Python.

Publications and Work Samples

Cull, Tim. "API-heavy Ruby on Rails Applications", Developer Week, February 2013.

Cull, Tim.  "Locked in Mistakes", Business of Software, October 2012.

Reviewer for second edition of Eoin Woods and Nick Rozanski, Software Systems Architecture (see:
http://www.viewpoints-and-perspectives.info/), 2011

Cull, Tim.  "Eight Quick Ways to Improve Java Legacy Systems." InfoQ.com, July 2010.

Blair, Stuart; Cull, Tim; Watt, Richard.  "Responsibility Driven Architecture."  IEEE Software, March/April
2010.

Twitter: https://twitter.com/trcull

Medium: https://medium.com/@trcull

Stack Overflow: https://stackoverflow.com/users/1735720/tim-cull

LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/trcull/

Github: https://github.com/trcull

Education
University of California, Davis.  BS in Computer Science
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